
INTEGRATED PLANNING… AND 
BEYOND
A FLEXIBLE FRAMEWORK FOR MEETING A 
COMMUNITY’S NEEDS



AGENDA
- Integrated Planning and beyond

- Case studies

- Background on Richmond’s Integrated 
Planning and permitting process

- Approach to consensus building 
- Lessons learned
- Progress to date
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POTENTIAL 
CHALLENGES

• Return on investment

• Competing needs and siloed
departments within jurisdictions

• Increasingly stringent regulatory 
requirements

• Health and safety of residents

• Ecosystem condition and function

• Community growth

• Old infrastructure

• Planning for resilient / sustainable 
communities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many challenges that drive a community to pursue a new way of addressing issues (regulatory or otherwise)- Push toward sustainability, local flooding issues, affordability, economic development, stream degradation, etc. 



• Many options have been used over the years

• Each has strengths and limitations

• Many achieve a specific regulatory requirement,  
but do not connect other priorities

• Integrated Framework Planning takes planning 
further to also cater to a community’s needs and 
resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also includes “One Water”, Integrated Water Resources Management Planning, Water Sensitive Urban Design, Watershed UrbanismThe Water Resource Foundation also published a report in 2018 called the “Joining up of Urban Water Management with Urban Planning and Design” A number of these approaches are more conceptual in nature. There is no “wrong” approach to planning. 



INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK 
PLANNING

The marriage of EPA’s Integrated 
Planning process and a 
Framework Planning approach 
that has traditionally been 
implemented in urban planning 
and landscape architecture. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The marriage of EPA’s Integrated Planning process and a Framework Planning approach that has traditionally been implemented in urban planning and landscape architecture. It brings together compartmentalized or siloed planning efforts, often driven by regulatory requirements, but the critical difference is that it allows for the connection issues such as flood control, pedestrian safety, recreation and wildlife habitat, to achieve a bigger impact with fewer resources.



4. Implement

1. Visioning

5. Measure, Assess 
& Adapt

2. Opportunities 
& Constraints

3. Develop Integrated 
Framework Plan

INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK PLANNING PROCESS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A number of these steps are similar to other approaches. Visioning – goals & objectives, include stakeholders, etc.Opportunities and Constraints – need for monitoring, modeling, etc. Step 3 is where it is different… we will talk a bit more about this



THE FRAMEWORK 
INCORPORATES KEY 
FEATURES

• Iterative feedback
• Programmatic 

integration 
• Data convergences 
• Flexibility to consider 

multiple drivers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are some of the key differences between IFP and other approaches. 



INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK PLANNING: CLUSTERS AND CORRIDORS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example – a riparian trail/greenway…. The trail system acts as a “backbone” for surrounding riparian restoration, opportunities for incorporating GI, improving biker and pedestrian safety, connecting other green space, and improving tree canopy. Here you could overlay existing programs or programs in development (e.g., bicycle master plan, parks master plan, urban tree canopy initiative, stormwater master plan, LTCP that includes GI). This process works to tie these efforts together rather than just develop one additional plan on the shelf. 



EXAMPLES



WALLER CREEK, 
AUSTIN, TX
Iterative feedback…
• Stakeholder feedback

• Joint Development Agreement between the City and the 
Waller Creek Conservancy

Programmatic integration…
• Stream ecology, recreation, redevelopment

Multiple drivers…
• Modeling, feasibility, cost (capital, operations and 

maintenance)

Data convergences… 
• Trail network, utilities, trees, slopes, aquatic habitats, 

stormwater retrofits, hydraulics & hydrology

Combining projects... 
• Tunnel

• Chain of parks and stream restoration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A mile plus stretch of creek through city (University of TX on the right, Ladybird Lake on the left).Had a real mix of projects that needed to happen (drivers being stormwater management, management of sediment, development of a trail network, shoring up banks where they were failing, introducing aquatic habitat). It was a real mix of different concepts and ideas with stakeholders – the restaurant people wanted one thing, recreational users wanted something completely different, and the regulatory requirementsOpportunity to put everything on a map but use stormwater and H&H as a structure upon which to hang everything else. Resulted in a series of project clusters with very different identitiesEach cluster (or project area) has a bit of a different story or theme to it, but each is tied to this hydraulics and hydrology story. As a result, each has a different set of different set of priorities and usage, different set of stakeholders, funders,\It seems complicated but what it ended up giving us was a ton of flexibility so could go for very different funding sources in each. Has been implemented in some parts but in others are on the way looking for other funding.



TORONTO, CANADA

Iterative feedback…
• Stakeholder involvement

• Multiple government agencies

Programmatic integration…
• New development, flooding, naturalization of river 

Multiple drivers…
• Complex regulations

Data convergences… 
• Recreation, new development, areas of flooding

Combining projects... 
• Lower Don Lands waterfront

https://portlandsto.ca/wp-
content/uploads/lower_don_lands_framework_plan___may_2010_15_mb_1.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lower Don Lands project. About 300 acres. A complex planning initiative. Drivers: waterfront redevelopment but need to address flooding and naturalization of the river. Began with an Issues Identification Study (the visioning process)Developed an integrated Framework Planning Process which integrated the project’s numerous regulatory drivers including Environmental Assessment requirements (Naturalization and Flood Protection Project EA, the various transit EAs and the Master Servicing EA, with the design of the Precinct Plan for the neighborhood).Public involvement piece has been and will continue to be a key component. Included private citizens, the port, regulatory agencies, transportation agencies (light rail). Because we have a well thought-out FP, it made the regulatory process much simpler and made it possible to engage with stakeholders and create a very integrated project. 

https://portlandsto.ca/wp-content/uploads/lower_don_lands_framework_plan___may_2010_15_mb_1.pdf


RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
CASE STUDY: SUCCESSFUL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT



OVERVIEW OF 
RICHMOND

• 210,000 residents & growing!
− 1/3 below the poverty line

• 64.2 square miles
− 1/3 in CSS area

• State Consent Order

• Located at Falls of James 
River
− Class IV urban whitewater
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Why did the City Pursue Integrated Planning and Permitting?

• To streamline the permitting process & facilitate internal “trading” (wastewater, 
stormwater, CSOs)

• To address local watershed drivers 
• To address co-benefits
• To meet goals and objectives in the most flexible manner possible, most efficiently 

(across departments), and do it most affordably

• DEQ just didn’t want any surprises!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It was important for Richmond to look at local watershed issues and not just focus on compliance with the Bay TMDL.They are looking at the Bay TMDL, but ALSO looking at local drivers and this process allows the city to look at all of these drivers together.  Also not just CWA drivers to be addressed, but also allows non-CWA issues to be addressed simultaneously in an efficient manner. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
IFP can be valuable for whatever regulatory obligations you have, because it combines those regulatory obligations with other co-benefits to the community. There is a lot of flexibility within these frameworks to make it what works for a particular community. 



Communication
Outreach & 
Education

Coordination
Technical Stakeholder 

Involvement

Technical
Modeling

Data analysis

PERMIT
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Planning Framework



TECHNICAL PROCESS
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WATERSHED 
CHARACTERIZATION 
REPORT

CLEAN WATER PLAN 

INTEGRATED PERMIT
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to emphasize that, while Richmond needed to do a lot of data collection, compilation and analysis, many communities already have applicable data and reports developed. This process serves as a framework upon which these reports can be tied together and associated data and information can be layered together identify issues and drivers that can be addressed with additional efficiencies. It is also important to note that the integrated plan (the Clean Water Plan) helped to inform the permit, but the goals, objectives, metrics, and strategies in the plan are not in the permit. Instead, the permit includes the bay and local TMDL targets (Bay targets for CSOs, SW, and WWTP has been “bubbled” or rolled up into one target). 



COMMUNICATION

• Branding

• Getting the message 
out
• Website

• Social Media

• Events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emphasize getting everyone board – including management, city council, many watershed groups.Also communicating what the city’s drivers are and why – emphasizing that they are doing a lot already (upgrades to the wastewater treatment plant, additional monitoring to help evaluate progress). 



COORDINATION

• Visioning through 
implementation

• Consensus-based 
approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The city continues to communicate information with this group related to new projects and programs. 



BUILDING CONSENSUS  

• The Goal: for everyone to be able to live 
with and support the plan

• At Least: for no one to oppose
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a group is not able to support a piece of the final package, they should inform the group through the consensus testing process. This is how a fair and representative approach to getting their feedback was used.Each group/organization got one vote at the table. This included the City as well. 



STRATEGIES RELATED TO:
• Riparian areas

• Green Infrastructure in MS4

• Green Infrastructure in CSS

• Stream Restoration

• Native & Invasive Species

• Trees

• Land Conservation

• Potable Water Conservation

• Pollution I.D. & Reduction

• CSS Infrastructure

GOALS RELATED TO: 
• Pollution and Stormwater Peak Flows
• Habitat
• Public Engagement & Action
• Land Conservation & Management
• Partnerships
• Water Conservation
• Recreation
• Monitoring

.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strategies address local watershed health, not just the Bay. Goals and strategies are based on consensus - not on compliance. The plan helps to inform what needs to get done to help achieve permit requirements, but the details are not in the permit. The city was able to prioritize  watersheds and focus on local pollutants (bacteria). Example: Riparian area strategy: replace or restore 10 acres of riparian buffers (in CSS or MS4 area) according to state guidance. Non-Bay TMDL metrics/drivers: recreation is a big driver in the City and there are several bacteria tmdls for local water bodies that need to be addressed. The quality of local streams is of concern (incised/degraded). Partner drivers include things like land conservation and invasive species. These were established through an initial visioning effort (e.g., bacteria and recreation; stream degradation) and much discussion with stakeholders. Also getting feedback from the public – often focused on the neighborhood scale rather than the Bay. Important to address these localized issues. 



QUANTIFIABLE TARGETS

Metrics used to rank and prioritize 
strategies
• Examples:

− Impervious surface reduced or treated 
(acres)

− Habitat protected or restored (acres)

− Streams restored (feet)

− Stormwater volume discharge reduced (MG)

− Average yearly TN load reduction (lbs) 

GI in CSS
Target: 18 acres

Achieved: 4 acres

Stream Restoration
Target: 2,500 lf

Achieved: 15,580 lf

Trees
Target: 80 acres, 24,000 trees

Achieved: 24 acres, 7,124 trees

Quantifiable targets for each strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important to note – these targets were not in the permit itself. The permit references the requirement to implement the Clean Water Plan. The Plan contains targets and the city is working toward these targets, but the plan is also based on Adaptive Management so the City has the flexibility to evaluate progress at the end of the 5 years and determine how to modify strategies. 
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KEY ISSUES ADDRESSED IN 
PLANNING PROCESS

• Building Relationships

− Establishing a Vision

− Translating Technical Complexities

− Learning to Plan Collaboratively

− Keeping Stakeholders Engaged

• Preventing Derailment

24
13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, these were some key elements of this process… Key issues identified through the Integrated Planning and Permitting process:- Establishing a vision for this effort and coordinating this vision with other City priorities as well as with stakeholders



KEY ISSUE: 

Challenges

• Communicating details

• Managing expectations

• Breaking down silos

• Building trust

• Are stakeholders 
understanding and 
learning? 

Solutions

• Ensure information is detailed, 
accessible, and transparent

• Cast a wide net

• Involve a third-party mediator

• Structure of meetings and events can 
have a significant impact on the 
amount of feedback received –
presentation vs. open house

Building Relationships

18
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Keep talking to people!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenges:Building trust  there are no hidden goals (e.g., trying to avoid compliance)Communicating details  Highly layered process (crosswalk with goals, objectives, metrics) Managing expectations of stakeholdersSolutions:- Also includes establish support and vision from top leadership (essential!)- Hold additional meetings if neededInvolve multiple sectorsOffline input enables organizational participation and buy-in Listening is necessary but not sufficientTrust requires responding to concerns



Preventing Derailment

Challenges

• Addressing single-issue 
participants

• Preventing melt-down 
when things get heated 

• Preventing post-process 
push-back

.

Solutions

• Separate people from the 
problem 

• Involve a third-party outreach 
firm and mediator 

• Keep inviting participants to the 
table
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KEY ISSUE: 

Stay the course!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SOLUTIONSAlso includes recognizing “groan zones” are inevitable Shift methods to safe(r) spacesWill resolution of one issue be allowed to take over?  Project team: needs to work well together and communicate�(staff, technical, communication, facilitation)City: Candid, committed to process, valued stakeholder input, patientFacilitator: Persistent, engaged, talented and patient 



OUTCOMES

• Agreement on Goals and Strategies

• Issuance of Integrated VPDES Permit 

• Identification of Priority Watersheds

• Internal and External Coordination

• Ownership of Clean Water Plan Success

• Establishment of Partners

• Implementation Support

16
Mayor Levar Stoney – speaking at the RVA Clean Water Plan VPDES permit 
issuance celebration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outcomes – what we have seen so farAgreement of goals and the strategies to achieve these goalsIssuance of Integrated VPDES permit: few comments and no litigationEstablishment of Partners: this has helped to facilitate $X in grant fundingContinued internal and external coordination: technical stakeholder meetings, inter-departmental coordination meetings, Managers meetings to continue to break down silos and facilitate implementationEstablishment of stakeholder understanding of what DPU does – its interest in green infrastructure, permit compliance being its main driver, issues of affordability and feasibility, etc. 



Greening Gillies Creek Greenway

19

Partners:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning is underway to incorporate connectivity, healthy waterways, integrated planning for sustainability and stewardship into this largely residential study area. Projects will be focused in four main areas: Stony Run Road, Chimborazo Connector, Gillies Creek Wetland and Montrose Creek Wetland.



Green Master Plan

21

Partners:

GI at 
Schools

GI on Public 
Property

Addressing 
Co-Benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Binford middle school – green infrastructure and environmental education



QUESTIONS?
30



HEATHER BOURNE
HBOURNE@LIMNO.COM

LimnoTech

TIM SCHMITT
TSCHMITT@LIMNO.COM

LimnoTech

THANK YOU



RICHMOND, VA

Iterative feedback…
• Extensive stakeholder involvement

• Ownership and ease of permit approval

Programmatic integration…
• Wet weather programs as well as habitat, potable water, land 

conservation, pedestrian safety, recreation

Multiple drivers…
• NPDES permit, feasibility, affordability, strategy scoring, 

unknowns

Data convergences… 
• Overlay water resources with community needs

Combining projects... 
• Ex.: Greenway with stormwater management and pedestrian 

and bike safety 
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